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extend, mingle with others, and transmit. Once launched the
ballad is everybody's possession. Personal or local details will be
pared away; situations, motives, and characters will be generalized.
It will only exist at each moment of performance, and it will never
be twice performed alike. The accuracy of the reciter's memory
and his private interests will affect the recitation: he may make a
humble parade of his store of technical devices, or accentuate the
ornate, pious, or bellicose elements in his original. He may prefer
a new tune or forget an old one; if his new tune be borrowed from
another ballad (which is more likely than not), it will bring some
of its old words with it. The ballad is fluid in the performer's
mouth; and yet its variations are not infinite. As remarkable as
the multiformity of ballads is their rigid conservatism. In the
sixteenth century the ballad on the Master of Santiago's Murder
(1358) had an altered beginning which may have come into exis-
tence within thirty years of the event; but last century the original
commencement was recovered from Asturian tradition. Similarly,
the second half of Count Arnaldos remained unknown until en-
countered among African Spanish Jews quite recently. In the
Faeroe Islands there existed a Norse ballad, Ole Morske, without
one Faeroese expression, which had been quite lost in its country
of origin. Authentic Danish 'viser' have been discovered in the
Faeroes and in outlying parts of Denmark, such as Jutland. The
cycle of the Kiev heroes flourishes still on the shores of Lake
Onega, but is unknown at Kiev, where a new lyrical manner has
completely dislodged the epic style since the sixteenth century. A
long memory is a pearl of price. If the singer forgets, there may be
those in the audience who can correct him, like children reciting
at a children's party verses known to them all. Singers give and
accept challenges, and the one with the poorer repertoire or
versions is likely to learn from the other. Ballad-singers must
learn their art and work within the strict conventions of the tradi-
tional style; they are professionals or semi-professionals. We have
many words which denote such persons: 'minstrels', 'histriones',
'jongleurs', 'juglares', 'skomorohi*, 'guslari', 'forsangere', 'recita-
doras*, which denote function, and also 'kaleki' ('lame beggars')
and 'ciegos' ('blind beggars'), terms which show why the singer
has been forced to adopt the profession. In the last resort ballads,
like fairy-tales and incantations, are the property of grandmothers
and nurses, singing their babies to sleep or keeping children quiet

